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Three Prophets of Open Access

• Paul Ginsparg 

• Creator of arXiv, an open access repository for 
pre-publication of much of the physics and 
astronomy literature

• David Lipmann 

• Pioneer at NCBI of the US National Library of 
Medicine’s PubMed Central Open Access 
publication repository and PubChem

• Stevan Harnad

• Author of the subversive proposal, founder of 
Cogprints and tireless evangelist for Green 
Open Access



Harnad’s June 1994 Subversive Proposal
• The "Subversive Proposal" was an Internet posting by 

Stevan Harnad on June 27 1994 (presented orally at 
the 1994 Network Services Conference in London on 
November 28 1994) 

• Called on all authors of "esoteric" writings—written 
only for research impact, not for royalty income—to 
archive them free for all online 

• Collected series of online exchanges published as a 
book in 1995: Ann Shumelda Okerson & James J. 
O'Donnell (Eds.) ‘Scholarly Journals at the Crossroads: 
A Subversive Proposal for Electronic Publishing.’

• This led to the creation in 1997 of Cogprints, an Open 
Access Archive for self-archived articles in the 
Cognitive Sciences The Eprints software for creating 
OAI-compliant Open Access Institutional Repositories 
also evolved out of the Subversive Proposal.

 See published version by Stevan Harnad and Jessie 
Hey, "Esoteric knowledge: the scholar and scholarly 
publishing on the Net," in Networking and the future of 
libraries 2: managing the intellectual record, ed. Lorcan
Dempsey, Derek Law and Ian Mowat (London: Library 
Association Publishing, 1995): 110-116.



May 1995 – JISC ELiB
Open Journals Project

A project that built on the concepts of open 
hypermedia (as exemplified by previous 
Microcosm and DLS projects) to create a 
framework for publishing that allowed journals 
on the Web to be interlinked and that would 
increase the readers' ability to follow, search and 
access the literature. The project developed open 
linking and citation linking framework, and led to 
the OpCit project.



Jan 1996 – JISC ELiB
Cogprints Project

An ELiB Phase 2 program in “Preprints and 
the grey literature”, that aimed to produce 
an analogue to arxiv.org, a subject 
repository for the cognitive sciences. 
Project director was Stevan Harnad, then 
from the Department of Psychology at the 
University of Southampton.



Oct 1999 – EPrints announced

The first activity of the OpCit project was to 
fund Stevan Harnad and Les Carr to attend 
the UPS meeting in Santa Fe, subsequently 
renamed the Open Archiving Initiative 
(OAI). At the end of the two-day meeting 
that defined OAI-PMH, Stevan Harnad
announced that Southampton would 
develop a turnkey system to help groups 
start up their own archives: this became 
EPrints.



Oct 1999 – NSF – JISC
Open Citations Project

• The project, funded by the Joint NSF - JISC International Digital 
Libraries Research Programme, brought together Stevan Harnad
(who had recently joined ECS) with Les Carr and Steve Hitchcock 
to investigate citation linking in the online literature.

• Scale: to hyperlink each of the over 100,000 papers in Los 
Alamos's unique online Physics Archive to every other paper in 
the archive that it cites

• Compatibility: to develop and integrate a family of generic linking 
tools and to design author and user interfaces to enable easy 
adoption by other archives

• Universality: to promote the power of this remarkable new way 
of navigating the scientific journal literature and induce authors 
in other fields to create interlinked online archives like Los 
Alamos across disciplines and around the world



Jan 2000 – First EPrints repository goes 
live (eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk)

Jun 2000 – EPrints Software v1.0 released 
at the first official OAI workshop

Jan 2001 – Cogprints converts to EPrints



Dec 2001 – Budapest Open Access 
Initiative (BOAI)

The Budapest Open Access Initiative arises from
a small but lively meeting convened in Budapest 
by the Open Society Institute (OSI) on December
1-2, 2001. The purpose of the meeting was to 
accelerate progress in the international effort to 
make research articles in all academic fields
freely available on the internet.



Jan 2002 – Celestial OAI-PMH proxy 
harvesting service

An output of the OpCit project, Celestial aims to 
offer a comprehensive and accurate cache of up-
to-date records from known OAI repositories. If 
OAI service providers harvest from this service, 
the load on data providers will be reduced. An 
effective aggregator will improve the 
interoperability, scalability and reliability of OAI 
services.



Jan 2002 – Citebase

Building on OpCit's bibliometric
analysis work citation database, the 
Celestial service provides a citation-
ranked view of the Open Access 
literature.

Feb 2002 – EPrints v2.0 released



Feb 2002 – International meeting on 
National Policies on Open Access

An invitation-only international meeting, 
joined by a major group of Pro-VCs and 
institutional digital information managers 
from Australia



Aug 2002 – Southampton Institutional
Repository

Developed by the TARDis project, the 
Institutional Repository was a novel departure
from the mainly discipline-specific repositories of 
the pre-OAI world.

TARDis Project Team:

Pauline Simpson and Jessie Hey



Jan 2003 – ECS Open Access mandate

It is our policy to maximise the visibility, 
usage and impact of our research output by 
maximising online access to it for all would-
be users and researchers worldwide. It is
also our policy to minimise the effort that
each of us has to expend in order to provide
open online access to our research output.



Mar 2003 – ROARMAP - Registry of Open 
Access Repository Material Archiving
Policies

The purpose of ROARMAP is to register and 
record the open-access policies of those
institutions who are putting the principle of 
Open Access (as expressed by the Budapest 
Open Access Initiative and the Berlin 
Declaration) into practice. Currently lists
211 open access mandates internationally.



Jan 2004 – Registry of Open Access 
Repositories (ROAR)

Created initially to 
track the growth of 
EPrints repositories, 
and quickly
expanded to deal 
with repositories
based on any
software.



ChronoZoom – History in its broadest possible context

www.chronozoomtimescale.org

Our vision is to create an application that 

allows researchers to browse, overlay, and 

explore interdisciplinary data sources.  

The challenge: exploration of all known 

time series, and smoothly transition from 

billions of years down to individual 

nanoseconds…

This is what Walter Alvarez, Professor of 

Earth and Planetary Science at University 

of Berkeley set out to do.  And he did it, 

with the help of Microsoft Research and 

the Live Labs team.  

Open Access Timeline
http://test.chronozoomproject.org/southampton/openaccess/

http://test.chronozoomproject.org/southampton/openaccess/
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Paul Ginsparg and arXiv



arXiv Repository



The Inevitability of Research Repositories

As Dean of Engineering at Southampton I 
was ‘responsible’ for monitoring the 
research output of over 200 Faculty and 500 
Post Docs and Grad Students

• The University library could not afford 
to subscribe to all the journals that my 
staff published in

• nor to purchase conference 
proceedings and workshop 
contributions

 Insisted on keeping a digital copy of all 
research output in a Repository …



Library Budgets and Journal Prices





Stevan Harnad and his 1994 
Subversive Proposal



Green Open Access

Green Open Access’ or ‘Self-Archiving’ requires 
authors to make peer-reviewed final drafts of their 
articles accessible by depositing them in their 
Institution's OA Repository 

• either on submission 

• or on acceptance for publication

Notes: 

• Individual papers need not be set to be immediately 
visible outside the institution - can be set to 
‘delayed open access’ as in NLM’s PubMedCentral. 

• Web copies of non-journal versions are allowed by 
over 80% of publishers …



Leslie Carr and the EPrints
Repository Software



EPrints Repository Software 



Southampton EPrints Services



Repository facilitated eprint request button 

to provide for researcher needs during embargo



Harold Varmus: PMC and PLoS



• Once posted to PubMed Central, results of NIH-
funded research become more prominent, integrated
and accessible, making it easier for all scientists to
pursue NIH’s research priority areas competitively.

• PubMed Central materials are integrated with large
NIH research data bases such as Genbank and
PubChem, which helps accelerate scientific discovery.

• Clinicians, patients, educators, and students can
better reap the benefits of papers arising from NIH
funding by accessing them on PubMed Central at no
charge.

• Finally, the Policy allows NIH to monitor, mine, and
develop its portfolio of taxpayer funded research more
effectively, and archive its results in perpetuity”

US NIH Open Access Policy



• PMC Compliance Rate

• Before legal mandate compliance was 19%

• After legal mandate compliance up to 75%

• Signed into law by George W. Bush in 2007

• NIH have taken a further step of 
announcing that, ‘sometime in 2013’ they

‘… will hold processing of non-competing 
continuation awards if publications arising from 
grant awards are not in compliance with the 
Public Access Policy.’

NIH  Open Access Compliance 



US Fair Access to Science and Technology 
Research (FASTR) Act 

• “The United States has a substantial interest in 
maximizing the impact of the research it funds by 
enabling a wide range of reuses of the peer-
reviewed literature reporting the results of such 
research, including by enabling automated analysis 
by state-of-the-art technologies.”

•
“a royalty free 

copyright license that is available to the public and 
that permits the reuse of those research papers, on 
the condition that attribution is given to the author 
or authors of the research and any others 
designated by the copyright owner” 

13 February 2013



US White House Memorandum (1)
•

“to develop a plan to support increased 
public access to the results of research funded by 
the Federal Government.”

• “as the 
digital recorded factual material commonly 
accepted in the scientific community as necessary 
to validate research findings including data sets 
used to support scholarly publications, but does not 
include laboratory notebooks, preliminary analyses, 
drafts of scientific papers, plans for future research, 
peer review reports, communications with 
colleagues, or physical objects, such as laboratory 
specimens.” 

22 February 2013



US White House Memorandum (2)

“Access to digital data sets resulting from federally funded
research allows companies to focus resources and efforts on
understanding and exploiting discoveries. For example, open
weather data underpins the forecasting industry, and making
genome sequences publicly available has spawned many
biotechnology innovations. In addition, wider availability of
peer-reviewed publications and scientific data in digital formats
will create innovative economic markets for services related to
curation, preservation, analysis and visualization. Policies that
mobilize these publications and data for re-use through
preservation and broader public access also maximize the
impact and accountability of the Federal research investment.
These policies will accelerate scientific breakthroughs and
innovation, promote entrepreneurship, and enhance economic
growth and job creation.”
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Future of Research Repositories?

• Repositories will contain not only full text versions of 
research papers but also ‘grey’ literature such as 
workshop papers, presentations, technical reports 
and theses

• In the future repositories will also contain data, 
images and software

• Need for federated databases of scientific 
information and cross database search tools

• Centralized: NIH National Library of Medicine

• Distributed: WorldWideScience.org 



• The NIH Public Access 
Policy ensures that the 
public has access to the 
published results of NIH 
funded research. 

• Requires scientists to 
submit final peer-reviewed 
journal manuscripts that 
arise from NIH funds to 
the digital archive PubMed 
Central upon acceptance 
for publication. 

• Policy requires that these 
papers are accessible to 
the public on PubMed 
Central no later than 12 
months after publication.

The US National Library of Medicine

Nucleotide 

sequences
Protein 

sequences

Taxon

Phylogeny MMDB

3 -D 

Structure

PubMed 

abstracts
Complete 

Genomes

PubMed Entrez 

Genomes
Publishers Genome 

Centers

Entrez cross-database search 

http://publicaccess.nih.gov/policy.htm
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/


WorldWideScience – Facts and Figures

• Tremendous growth in search content:  from 10 nations to 65 nations 

in 3 years 

• > 400 million pages

 From well-known sources:  e.g., PubMed, CERN, KoreaScience

 To more obscure sources:  e.g., Bangladesh Journals Online



Brief History:  Federated Search and 

WorldWideScience.org

• Science is hundreds of times 

larger than the visible “Surface 

Web”

• “Invisible Web” generally not 

searchable by major search 

engines

The Invisible Web



WorldWideScience – Fills Key Niche in 

Scientific Discovery

• In comparison of search results from 

identical queries on WWS, Google, 

and Google Scholar, only 3.5% 

overlap (i.e., WorldWideScience is 

96.5% unique)

96.5%

“Unique”

Accelerated access  Accelerated discovery:  

the case for WorldWideScience.org



Science Open Access Journals



University Reputation Management

• Organizations like Webometrics will be using the 
university’s visible web presence to produce global 
and national rankings of universities

 Many different ranking methodologies, need to 
ensure university displays its best data.

• With the advent of open access to both full text 
of papers and data, university research 
repositories will be an important part of the 
university’s reputation management strategy

 COAR – Coalition of Open Access Repositories





Webometrics overall rankings are obtained 
by combining four different rankings with 
the following weights:

• Visibility (external inlinks) 50%

• Size (Web Pages) 20%

• Rich Files (pdf, doc, ps, ppt) 15%

• Scholar (papers and citations) 15%

Webometrics University Rankings 
http://www.webometrics.info/



Webometrics: Top 25 Universities Worldwide
July 2010 



Webometrics: 
Google Scholar Ranking (July 2010)

Southampton #   21 (85)

Cambridge #   97 (22)

Oxford # 115 (41)
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Green OA Mandates can triple Green OA
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Deposit rate depends on mandate strength

Mandate Strength:

12 immediate deposit required + linked to performance evaluation (Liege) (no 
waiver option)

9 immediate deposit required (no waiver option)

6 6-month delay allowed (no waiver option)

3 12-month delay allowed (no waiver option)

3 rights-retention with waiver option (Harvard, MIT)

1    deposit if/when publisher says it's ok

0    no OA policy at all

Mandate Strength is positively correlated with Total Deposit Count

Mandate Age is positively correlated with Total Deposit Count

Harvard MIT U Liège

Articles published 2010-2011 

(ISI)

27,588 8,247 2,734

Percent Green on web 62% 68% 49%

Percent deposited in 

Repository

4% 29% 83%



Require immediate-deposit (whether green, gold or embargoed)

of final peer-reviewed draft

on date of acceptance

in author's institutional repository

monitored and verified by author's institution

as funding compliance condition and institutional employment 
condition

Institutional repository designated mechanism for submitting 
publications for institutional REF performance evaluation, research 
grant applications and national research assessment

Repository deposits monitored to generate rich and visible metrics of 
usage and citation, to verify and reward authors for deposit and to 
showcase and archive the institution's and funder's research output and 
impact

Recommend (but do not require) immediate un-embargoed green or gold
CC-BY

Optimal Integrated RCUK, HEFCE REF & 

Institutional Green OA Mandate
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A Tidal Wave of Scientific Data



• Description of natural phenomena

• Newton’s Laws, Maxwell’s Equations…

• Simulation of complex phenomena

• Scientists overwhelmed with data sets

from many different sources 

• Captured by instruments

• Generated by simulations

• Generated by sensor networks

Emergence of a Fourth Research Paradigm
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eScience is the set of tools and technologies

to support data federation and collaboration
• For analysis and data mining

• For data visualization and exploration

• For scholarly communication and 

dissemination

(With thanks to Jim Gray)

http://es.rice.edu/ES/humsoc/Galileo/Images/Astro/Instruments/hevelius_telescope.gif


Machine Learning and eScience

Tackling societal 
challenges Fighting 

HIV/AIDS
Identifying genetic 
and environmental
causes 
of disease

Increasing energy yield of 
sugar cane through genome 

assembly



• The Sloan Digital Sky Survey is the first 
major astronomical survey project: 

• 5 color images and spectra of ¼ of the 
sky

• Pictures of over 300 million celestial 
objects

• Distances to the closest 1 million galaxies

• Jim Gray from Microsoft Research 
worked with astronomer Alex Szalay to 
build the public ‘SkyServer’ archive for 
the survey

 New model of scientific publishing -
publish the data before astronomers publish 
their analysis

The ‘Cosmic Genome’ Project

http://www.sdss.org/
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The Berlin Declaration 2003

• ‘To promote the Internet as a functional 
instrument for a global scientific knowledge 
base and for human reflection’

• Defines open access contributions as 
including:

• ‘original scientific research results, raw 
data and metadata, source materials, 
digital representations of pictorial and 
graphical materials and scholarly 
multimedia material’



Key Emerging Themes

Scholarship as we know it is 
changing…

 Funding Agencies promoting the 
Curation and  Sharing of Data

 Increasing need for Research 
Reproducibility/Interoperability

Changing the Reward System



NSF Data Sharing Policy 2010

“Investigators are expected to share with other
researchers, at no more than incremental cost and
within a reasonable time, the primary data,
samples, physical collections and other supporting
materials created or gathered in the course of
work under NSF grants. Grantees are expected to
encourage and facilitate such sharing.”

 All future grant proposals now require a two-
page Data Management Plan that addresses
the above requirement and the Plan will be
subject to peer review.



• The Government, in line with our 
overarching commitment to 
transparency and open data, is 
committed to ensuring that publicly-
funded research should be accessible 
free of charge. 

• Free and open access to taxpayer-
funded research offers significant 
social and economic benefits by 
spreading knowledge, raising the 
prestige of UK research and 
encouraging technology transfer. 

Expanded Access to Research 
Publications and Data in UK 

(December 2011)



Key driver from a UK Research Council

EPSRC Policy Framework on research 
data (May 2011): 

• “all institutions in receipt of their 
funding should develop a clear 
roadmap for research data 
management, which should be 
implemented by May 1st 2015”

• “organisations will ensure that EPSRC-
funded research data is securely 
preserved for a minimum of 10 years”



Datacite and ORCID

DataCite

• International consortium to establish easier access to 
scientific research data 

• Increase acceptance of research data as legitimate, 
citable contributions to the scientific record 

• Support data archiving that will permit results to be 
verified and re-purposed for future study.

ORCID - Open Research & Contributor ID 

• Aims to solve the author/contributor name ambiguity 
problem in scholarly communications

• Central registry of unique identifiers for individual 
researchers 

• Open and transparent linking mechanism between 
ORCID and other current author ID schemes. 

• Identifiers can be linked to the researcher’s output to 
enhance the scientific discovery process

http://www.tib-hannover.de/fileadmin/datacite/index.html


A RESTful Interface for Data

Just HTTP

• Items as resources, HTTP methods (GET, PUT, …) to act

• Leverage proxies, authentication, ETags, …

Uniform URL convention

• Every piece of information is addressable

• Predictable and flexible URL syntax

Multiple representations

• Use regular HTTP content-type negotiation

• JSON and Atom (full AtomPub support)

http://www.odata.org

http://www.odata.org/


Dataverse: Re-inforcing the Link 
between Research Publications

and Research Data
The Dataverse project at Harvard has been awarded 
an Alfred Sloan Foundation grant for the next 2 years 
to enhance the link between journals and data

Open Journal System The Dataverse Network

Seamless 

integration

between the two 

systems:

Deposit Data 

from Journal to 

Dataverse

through a 

standard API 

(based on 

SWORD)
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•

•

•

•

•

Envisioning a New Era 
of Research Reporting 

Dynamic
Documents

Reputation
& Influence

Reproducible 
Research

Interactive 
Data

Collaboration





Link to data, follow links back 

to the raw data archive

Link to simulation software

and data in archive

 

Publications as Live Documents



All Scientific Data Online

• Many disciplines overlap and use 

data from other sciences. 

• Internet can unify all literature and 

data

• Go from literature to computation to 

data back to literature. 

• Information at your fingertips –

For everyone, everywhere

• Increase Scientific Information 

Velocity

• Huge increase in Science 

Productivity

(From Jim Gray’s last talk)

Literature

Derived and 

recombined data

Raw Data



What is the Role for Research Libraries?

scholarly 

communications
domain-specific 

services

instant 
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document store
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books

citations

visualization and 
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storage/data 

services

compute

services

virtualization

Project 

management

Reference 

management

knowledge 

management

knowledge 

discovery

Future Research Infrastructure 

will use semantic knowledge 

services on Client + Cloud



Have Librarians Abdicated?
• Commercial entities have stepped into the traditional 

library space—Yahoo, Google, (and yes) Microsoft ... 
• Engineering students at Southampton rarely went to 

the library for ‘library purposes’ – wi-fi, coffee, meeting 
place …

• Librarians are being disintermediated 

“…Sleepwalking into the era of 

the iPhone, the eBook and the 

Xbox without a strategy," she 

suggested, "runs the risk of 

turning the library service into 

a curiosity of history such as 

telex machines or typewriters."

Margaret Hodge (Dec09)
Britain’s Former Culture Minister

"If you don't like change,

you're going to like 

irrelevance even less.“

General Eric Shinseki

Retired United States Army four-

star general, currently US 

Secretary of Veterans Affairs



A Possible Answer: The MIT DSpace Vision

“Much of the material produced by faculty,
such as datasets, experimental results and
rich media data as well as more conventional
document-based material (e.g. articles and
reports) is housed on an individual’s hard
drive or department Web server. Such
material is often lost forever as faculty and
departments change over time.”

An important role for Research Libraries is to 
be the guardians of the research output of 
the institution



Challenges for Research Libraries

• Major university research libraries in each 
discipline should take the lead in developing a 
federated repository system

• Green repositories could easily be filled by 
Library leadership and assistance in self-
archiving for high-profile university researchers

• Many problems to be solved such as versioning, 
multiple authors - but that is the library’s job!

• Many challenges related to federated search 
and the ‘Invisible Web’



Published in the Journal of Neuroscience,

September 20, 2006 



“On the one-decade time scale, it is likely that more 

research communities will join some form of global 

unified archive system without the current partitioning 

and access restrictions familiar from the paper medium, 

for the simple reason that it is the best way to 

communicate knowledge and hence to create new 

knowledge.”

“Ironically, it is also possible that the technology of the 

21st century will allow the traditional players from a 

century ago, namely the professional societies and 

institutional libraries, to return to their dominant role in 

support of the research Enterprise.”

Ginsparg’s Conclusions?



•
• http://research.microsoft.com

•
http://research.microsoft.com/research/downloads

•
• http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/collaboration/

•
• http://www.microsoft.com/science

•
• http://www.microsoft.com/scholarlycomm

•
• http://www.codeplex.com

•
• http://www.outercurve.org/

• Tony Hey on eScience
• http://tonyhey.net/

Some Resources

http://research.microsoft.com/
http://research.microsoft.com/research/downloads
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/collaboration/
http://www.microsoft.com/science
http://www.microsoft.com/scholarlycomm
http://www.codeplex.com/
http://www.outercurve.org/



